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STARTERUG 

FIELD OF INVENTION 

0001. The present invention relates to a novel wood and 
composite shake or shingle jig (with composite, meaning any 
concrete fiber, plastic, or any other artificial or synthetic 
material) for use in a siding or a roofing installation, which 
would be used in multiples and with a ledger board to facili 
tate proper installation of the first or bottom double course of 
horizontal shakes and shingles when commencing the pro 
cess of either siding or roofing a desired structure. Such as a 
house or a building. 

BACKGROUND OF INVENTION 

0002 There are a variety of different techniques currently 
being utilized by carpenters and/or installers when installing 
the first or the starter course of shakes to a wall during siding 
of a house or building. One common technique is to cut the 
shakes at an equal height and then individually fasten shakes 
along a level horizontal chalk line, generally 'snapped from 
one vertical edge or corner of the house or the building to the 
opposite vertical edge or corner of the house or the building, 
at a predetermined height from the ground or the foundation. 
Such technique, if executed properly, can be quite accurate 
but is generally very tedious and time consuming. 
0003) While other methods and processes, which are 
known and utilized to assist with the installation of the first or 
the starter course of shakes to the side wall of a house or a 
building, have been the standard, none of these currently 
known methods offer the desired accuracy, ease of installa 
tion, and a reduction in the overall installation time. The 
present invention not only saves time and ensures installation 
accuracy, but it is also quite simple to use and thereby 
addresses a number of problems associated with the prior art 
methods and processes. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0004. Wherefore, it is an object of the present invention to 
overcome the above noted drawbacks associated with prior 
known installation techniques and methods. 
0005. Another object of the present invention is to provide 
a shake and shingle starter jig that is relatively inexpensive to 
manufacture and is easy to utilize while, at the same time, 
provides an accurate and reliable system for installing wood 
or composite shakes and shingles to the side wall or roof of a 
house or building. 
0006. A further object of present invention is to provide a 
shake starter jig which is easily and accurately installed to a 
side wall or roof of a house or a building and can thereafter be 
easily removed therefrom following installation of the first or 
the starter course of shakes. 

0007 Another object of present invention is to facilitate 
adjustment of the relative position of the ledger shelf, for the 
first under laying course of starter shakes, and thereby pro 
vide the installer with the option of quickly and easily install 
ing a drip course, i.e., a drip outer course of shakes. The drip 
outer course of shakes means an outer course of shakes over 
lies a base layer of shakes and prevents water from backing up 
against the building and the rear Surface of the shakes. 
0008. Yet another object of the present invention is to 
substantially decrease the installation time of what is nor 
mally a tedious and time consuming process when installing 
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shakes or shingles to the side wall or the roof of a house or a 
building, while still maintaining the desired installation accu 
racy. 
0009. The present invention relates to a shake starterjig for 
installing a starter course of shakes to a surface of a structure, 
the shake starter jig comprising: an anchor leg having a first 
end and a second end; a suspension mechanism being located 
adjacent the first end of the anchor leg to facilitate securing 
the shake starter jig to a desired Surface; a ledger shelf being 
Supported adjacent the second end of the anchor leg; a ledger 
Support being rigidly affixed to a remote end of the ledger 
shelf; the second end of the anchor leg, the ledger shelf and 
the ledger Support being sized to facilitate receiving and 
accommodating a ledgerboard therebetween; and the Suspen 
sion mechanism being located a predefined distance from the 
ledger shelf to facilitate spacing the ledger shelf a desired 
distance from a level line to be applied to surface. 
0010. The present invention also relates to a method of 
installing a starter course of shakes on a surface of a structure 
utilizing at least first and second shake starter jigs, with each 
of the shake starterjigs comprising an anchor leg having a first 
end and a second end, a Suspension mechanism located adja 
cent the first end of the anchor leg to facilitate securing the 
shake starter jig to a desired Surface of a structure; a ledger 
shelf being Supported adjacent the second end of the anchor 
leg; a ledger Support being rigidly affixed to a remote end of 
the ledger shelf; the second end of the anchor leg, the ledger 
shelf and the ledger Support being sized to facilitate receiving 
and accommodating a ledger board therebetween; and the 
Suspension mechanism being located a predefined distance 
away from the ledger shelf to facilitate spacing the ledger 
shelf a desired distance from a level line, the method com 
prising the steps of drawing a level line on the structure; 
affixing the first shake starterjig on the Surface of the structure 
with the Suspension mechanism is aligned with the level line; 
affixing the second shake starter jig on the Surface of the 
structure, spaced from the first shake starter jig, with the 
Suspension mechanism aligned with the level line; Supporting 
a ledgerboard on a ledger shelves of the first and second shake 
starter jigs; supporting a plurality of shakes on a Support 
surface of the ledger board; and affixing the plurality of 
shakes to the surface of the structure so as to form thea starter 
course of shakes. 
0011 When a drip course is desired, before the second 
course of shakes are aligned along the ledger board, each of 
the shake starter jigs and therewith the ledger board are 
adjusted downward, using calibrated measurements 
imprinted on the fastening leg; after the shake starter jigs are 
adjusted, they are resecured to the wall/roof and the ledger 
board is reinstalled; the shakes forming the drip course are 
now arranged on top surface of the shelf created by the ledger 
board, using proper gapping and spacing from under course 
of shakes; the shakes forming the drip course may now be 
properly secured to wall. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

0012. The invention will now be described, by way of 
example, with reference to the accompanying drawings in 
which: 
0013 FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic perspective view of the 
shake starterjig according to a first embodiment of the present 
invention; 
0014 FIG. 2A is a front elevational view of the shake 
starter jig according to FIG. 1; 
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0015 FIG. 2B is a detailed front elevational view showing 
a variation of the upper portion of the shake starterjig accord 
ing to the first embodiment; 
0016 FIG. 3A is a left side elevational view of the shake 
starter jig according to FIG. 1; 
0017 FIG. 3B is a left side elevational view of showing a 
variation of the upper portion of the ledger Support according 
to the first embodiment; 
0018 FIG. 4A is a diagrammatic left side sectional view 
showing the shake starter jig attached to a side wall of a 
structure and Supporting a ledger board with two overlapped 
layers of shakes Supported on the ledger board; 
0019 FIG. 4B is a left side elevational view, showing 
engagement of the shake starter jig with two layers of shakes 
and ledger board; 
0020 FIG. 4C is a left-side view, showing an arrangement 
of two courses of shakes, one of which forms a drip outer 
course; 
0021 FIG. 5 diagrammatically shows a pair of spaced 
apart shake starterjigs with a ledgerboard being Supported by 
and extending slightly beyond a pair of jigs, with a row of 
shakes or shingles, to be installed, resting on the top Surface of 
the ledger board; 
0022 FIG. 6 diagrammatically shows a single one of two 
pairs shake starter jigs, each pair supporting a ledger board 
Such that the ledger boards are horizontally aligned; 
0023 FIG. 7 is a diagrammatic perspective view of a sec 
ond embodiment of the shake starter jig according to the 
present invention; 
0024 FIG. 8 is a front elevational view of the shake starter 

jig according to FIG. 7: 
0025 FIG. 9 is a left side elevational view of the shake 
starter jig according to FIG. 7: 
0026 FIG. 10A is a diagrammatic left side sectional view 
showing attachment of the shake starterjig of FIG. 7 to a side 
wall of a structure and Supporting a ledger board thereon; 
0027 FIG. 10B is a left side elevational view of FIG. 10A 
Supporting shakes for securing to a wall; and 
0028 FIG. 11 diagrammatically shows a pair of spaced 
apart shake starterjigs with a ledgerboard being Supported by 
and extending slightly beyond the pair of starter jigs with a 
row of shakes or shingles, to be installed, resting on the top 
surface of the ledger board. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

0029. The invention hereafter will be described in relation 
to the installation of shakes, however it is to be understood 
that the shake starterjig can be utilized in the installation of a 
number of different building elements such as shakes, 
shingles, clapboard or lap, for example. In addition, it is to be 
recognized that these building elements may be formed from 
a number of different materials such as wood, plastics, com 
posites, etc. Further, although the invention herein is 
described in relation to the installation of siding to an exterior 
side wall of a structure. Such as a house or a building, it is to 
be understood that the shake starter jig 2 can be used during 
the installation of a roofing material on a house or a building, 
for example. 
0030 Turning now to FIGS. 1-4B, a detailed description 
of the various components of the shake starterjig2, according 
to the present invention, will now be provided. As shown in 
FIG. 1, the shake starter jig 2 comprises an elongate, unitary 
bent component or tool which does not include any moving 
parts. The shake starter jig 2 typically has a width of between 
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/2 inch to 5 inches or so, and more preferably has a width of 
between 1 inch and 2 inches or so. In addition, the shake 
starterjig.2 has a thickness of between /32 to "/8 inch, and more 
preferably a thickness of about /16 inch or so. The shake 
starterjig 2 typically has an overall length of between 8 inches 
to 40 inches or so, and more preferably a length of between 12 
inches to 35 inches or so, and most preferably a length of 
about 30 inches or so. 

0031. The shake starter jig 2 comprises a generally elon 
gated and planaranchor leg 8 which is, during use, typically 
vertically positioned and orientated, as shown in FIGS. 1, 2A 
and 3A. Like the shake starter jig 2, the anchor leg 8 has an 
overall length of between 8 inches to 40 inches or so, and 
more preferably a length of between 12 inches to 35 inches or 
so, and most preferably a length of about 30 inches or so. An 
upper section of a front face 35 of the anchor leg 8 is inscribed 
with a main position indicator 5 which is normally use during 
initial installation of the shake starter jig. 2. The function and 
purpose of the main position indicator 5, which assists with 
properly positioning the shake starterjig2 at a desired vertical 
position during the installation process of shakes/shingles to 
the side wall or roof of a house or building, will be discussed 
in further detail below. Typically, first and second adjustment 
markers 6 are marked or inscribed on the upper end or section 
of the front face 35 of the anchor leg 8, at a location slightly 
above the main position indicator 5, to assist with Subsequent 
repositioning of the shake starter jig 2 when a drip course 17 
is to be installed (see FIG. 4C), in order to provide additional 
water protection, and a further discussion concerning the 
same will follow below. A suspension mechanism, Such as an 
opening, recess, aperture, anchor hole 7, is located adjacent 
the first longitudinal end of the anchor leg 8 vertically above 
and adjacent the first and second adjustment markers 6 and 
the main position indicator 5. The anchor hole 7 facilitates 
securing the shake starterjig 2 to a desired side wall or roof of 
a house or a building, at a desired location, once the shake 
starter jig 2 is properly aligned and oriented. 
0032. The lower second end or section of the anchor leg 8 
terminates in a Substantially right angle bend at a known and 
fixed distance, e.g., typically 24 inches, from the main posi 
tion indicator 5. This bend of the anchor leg 8 forms a corre 
sponding ledger shelf 3 which is provided for Supporting a 
desired ledger board 9 in a substantially vertical orientation, 
as will be discussed below in further detail. The ledger shelf 
3 extends from the front face 35 of the anchor leg 8 typically 
a distance or length of between /2 inch to 1 inch, and more 
preferably the ledger shelf 3 has a length of approximately 
13/16 of an inch or so. An opposite end of the ledger shelf 3, 
remote from the anchor leg 8, terminates in a second Substan 
tially right angle bend which extends generally vertically 
upward and parallel to the anchor leg 8 so as to form a “J” 
shape shake starter jig. 2, see FIGS. 3A and 3B for example. 
The upward bend forms a lateral ledger support 4 which 
assists with Sandwiching and Supporting the ledger board 9 in 
an essentially vertically upright orientation and position, as 
generally shown in FIGS. 4A, 4B, 5 and 6, on the ledger shelf 
3 and between the second section of the anchor leg 8 and the 
ledger Support 4. 
0033 FIG. 3B shows a slight variation of the shake starter 

jig 2 in which the ledger Support 4 may extend vertically 
upward from the ledger shelf 3 but at an acute angle with 
respect to the ledger shelf3, i.e., the ledger Support 4 forms an 
acute angle therebetween which is less than 90 degrees and 
typically between 88 and 70 degrees, for example. According 
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to this embodiment, the ledger Support 4 extends away from 
ledger shelf3 but slightly toward the anchor leg 8 and is thus 
configured so as to apply a clamping pressure against an 
exterior surface 20 of the ledger board 9, when accommo 
dated between the second section of the ledger Support 4 and 
the anchor leg 8, and thereby assist with retaining the ledger 
board 9 in engagement with the shake starter jig. 2. In this 
manner, the ledger Support 4 not only Supports the ledger 
board 9 in a substantially vertically upright orientation and 
position, but also assist with clamping and retaining the led 
gerboard 9 in this orientation and position. 
0034. A top free end 19 of the ledger support 4 bends 
slightly away from the anchor leg 8, e.g., by an angle of 
between 5 and 20 degrees or So, so as to facilitate receiving 
and insertion of the ledger board 9 between the ledger support 
4 and the anchor leg 8. The bend of the top free end of the 
ledger Support 4 enables the installer to easily and readily 
insert the leading end of the ledger board 9 between the 
second section of the anchor leg 8 and the ledger Support 4. 
0035. As shown in FIG. 4A, the shake starter jig. 2 is 
typically secured to an exterior sheathing 21 which forms an 
exterior side wall of a house or a building. The sheathing 21 is, 
in turn, secured to a frame 22 of the house or the building in 
a conventional manner. As is customary and well known in the 
art, the frame 22 is generally secured to a sill plate 23 which, 
in turn, is secured to the upper Surface of the building foun 
dation 13, in a conventional manner. As the above described 
as well as other similar types of construction techniques are 
conventional and well known in the art, a further detailed 
discussion concerning the same is not provided herein. The 
sheathing 21, which is fixed to the outwardly facing exterior 
surface of the frame 22, is shown in greater detail in FIG. 4B. 
As shown in that figure, the shake starter jig 2 is secured the 
sheathing 21 at a desired installed position prior to installing 
the first or the starter course of shakes 10 or 11 to the side wall 
or the roof of the house or the building. 
0036 Typically, a pair of spaced apart shake starter jigs 2 
are used in combination with a relatively straight ledgerboard 
9 which has a relatively easy workable length, e.g., each 
ledger board 9 typically has a length of between 1 feet and 16 
feet, for example, and more preferably has a length of 
between 6 feet and 12 feet or so. Each of the ledger boards 9 
is ripped or sawn to typically have equal widths W and thick 
nesses T with one another. The ledger boards 9 typically have 
a thickness of preferably between /2 inch to 1 inch and more 
preferably % of an inch. If more than one ledger board 9 is to 
be used during the installation process of the first or the starter 
course (see FIG. 6), then each ledger board 9 should have the 
same width W (see FIG. 4B). The width W of the ledger 
boards 9 is preferably between 2/2 inches and 5 inches, and 
more preferably the width of the ledger board 9 is between 
23/4 and 4/2 inches. 

0037 Use of Shake Starter Jig 
0038. With reference to the FIGS. 1-6, installation and use 
of the shake starter jig 2, according to the present invention, 
will now be described. As is conventional in the art, the first 
step is to determine the desired location for placement of a 
level line on the surface of the side wall, e.g., the exterior 
sheathing 21, of the house or the building. This is achieved by 
first determining the distance D. from the top of the founda 
tion 13, at which the level (chalk) line 15 is to be "snapped in 
a conventional manner. In order to make this determination, 
the width W of the ledger boards 9 is added to the desired 
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amount of overhang O, if any, from the top of the foundation 
13 to a bottom butt edge 16 of the under course of shakes 11 
of the starter course. 

0039. Although the method of installing the first or the 
starter course with the shake starter jig 2 can be employed 
using ledger boards, overhangs and shakes of virtually any 
size, for the sake of illustration only, in the following descrip 
tion the width W of the ledgerboard is assumed to be 5 inches 
while the desired amount of overhang O is assumed to be 1 
inch. With these assumed dimensions, the sum of width W of 
the ledger board 9, which is 5 inches, plus the desired over 
hang O, which is 1 inch, equals a total of 6 inches. Now, 
Subtracting this amount from the overall working length of 
the starter jig 2 which is 28 inch (measured from the main 
position indicator 5 to a bottom of the ledger shelf3) provides 
a length of 22 inches, namely, 5 inches +1 inch-6 inches and 
28 inches-6 inches=22 inches). The installer will then mark 
the sheathing 21, at a plurality of spaced apart locations 
around the perimeter of the house or the building, at a distance 
D (see FIG. 5), which is located 22 inches above the top 
portion of the foundation 13 and this is the location where the 
level (chalk) line 15 is to be "snapped. A conventional chalk 
line is then aligned with at least a pair of the various spaced 
apart markings on the sheathing 21 and the chalk line is then 
"Snapped', in a conventional manner, so as to provide a level 
(chalk) line 15 on the exterior surface of the sheathing 21. 
This process is repeated, as necessary, around the entire 
perimeter of the house or the building where the shakes or 
shingles are to be installed. 
0040. Thereafter, the first shake starter jig 2 is located a 
few inches inwardly from one vertical edge or corner of the 
house or the building, such that the main position indicator 5. 
provided on the upper section of the anchor leg 8, is precisely 
aligned with the level (chalk) line 15. A conventional screw or 
a nail 14 is then secured through the anchor hole 7 (FIG. 4A) 
to the side wall of the house or the building in order to secure 
the first shake starter jig 2 thereto. Next, at least a second 
shake starter jig 2", and possibly additional shake starter jigs 
2", are suitably positioned and secured to the side wall of the 
house or the building in a similar fashion at spaced intervals 
from one another. The interval spacing of the first and the 
second shake starter jigs 2, 2" is generally between 3 to 12 
inches less than the overall length of the ledger board 9 to be 
Supported by the pair of shake starterjigs 2.2". Following Such 
installation, the shake starterjigs 2,2' are then positioned Such 
that the ledger shelves 3, of the first and the second shake 
starterjigs 2, 2', are thus aligned with one another and thereby 
form a hanging or Suspended support system which define a 
Substantially level horizontal Support Surface for Supporting 
the ledger boards 9 in a generally end to end orientation, as 
shown in FIG. 6. Thereafter, a ledger board 9 is inserted into 
and received between the anchor legs 8 and the ledger Sup 
ports 4, of the pair of spaced apart shake starterjigs 2, 2 until 
the ledger board 9 is fully seated and abuts against and is 
supported on the ledger shelves 3 of the pair of shake starter 
jigs 2, 2’. Another pair of the shake starter jigs 2, 2" can be 
similarly attached to the sheathing 21 and a second ledger 
board 9 can be installed closely adjacent the first ledger board 
9 and thereby provide a longer, Substantially continuous, 
Surface for Supporting and accommodating the desired shakes 
or shingles to be installed. 
0041 As shown in FIG. 4B, the ledger board 9 is vertically 
supported by the ledger shelves 3, of the first and second 
shake starter jigs 2, 2', and laterally secured by the respective 
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anchor legs 8 and the ledger supports 4 such that the width W 
of the ledger boards 9 is aligned at least substantially verti 
cally. A vertically upper surface of the ledger board 9, once 
supported by the pair of shake starterjigs 2 as shown in FIGS. 
4B, 5 and 6, thereby forms a shake support surface 27 that is 
normal to the anchor leg 8 and the surface of the side wall. 
When a plurality of sequentially arranged shake starter jigs 2 
and ledger boards 9, and therefore shake starter jigs 2, are 
utilized for installing the first or the starter course of shakes 
(FIG. 6), the longitudinal ends of the ledger boards 9 are 
located closely adjacent one another Such that the shake Sup 
port surfaces 27 thereof form a substantially continuous 
shake Support Surface 27that does not have any large gaps or 
opening located between the sequentially arranged, end to 
end, ledger boards 9. This facilitates placement of the under 
course of shakes 11 regardless of the width of the shakes. 
0042. Next, the installer then places the desired shakes or 
shingles on the shake support surface 27 such that the thicker 
butt edges 16 of the shakes or shingles engage with and rest 
upon the shake support surface 27 while the opposite end of 
the shakes extend parallel and along the side wall of the house 
or the building. The installer can then rearrange the initially 
placed shakes, in any desired orientation while the shakes are 
loosely supported on the shake Support Surface 27, to provide 
desired arrangement, spacing and aesthetic appearance for 
the shakes following completion of the installation process. 
Once the installer determines that the desired shake arrange 
ment is achieved, the installer then permanently fastens the 
under course of shakes 11 to side wall in a conventional 
manner by using shingle or shake nails or other Suitable 
fasteners (i.e., either manually or via use of an automated 
tool). 
0043. Thereafter, the installer may then continue by 
installing an outer course of shakes 10, directly over the under 
course of shakes 11, without adjusting the position of any of 
the shake starter jigs 2. If this is to occur, the installer then 
places the thicker butt edges 16 of the outer course of shakes 
10 on the shake support surface 27 of the ledger boards 9, in 
the manner discussed above with respect to the under course 
of shakes 11, such that the outer course of shakes 10 overlaps 
the under course of shakes 11. If desired or necessary, the 
installer can then rearrange the shakes prior to permanently 
fastening the outer course of shakes 10 to both the under 
course of shakes 11 and the side wall of the house or the 
building in a conventional manner, and thereby complete the 
starter course of shakes for the house or building. 
0044 Alternatively, the installer may desire to create a 
drip outer course of shakes 10', which assists with the shed 
ding water from the side wall of the house or the building. In 
the event that a drip outer course of shakes 10' is desired, then 
following installation of the under course of shakes 11, each 
one of the shake starterjigs 2 must be adjusted by first remov 
ing the ledger boards 9. Next, each one of the shake starterjigs 
2 is vertically lowered a small distance, i.e., the desired 
amount of the drip edge for the drip outer course of shakes 10'. 
This can be accomplished by a completely removing the 
screws or the nails 14, from the anchor holes 7 of each one of 
the shake starter jigs 2, and, thereafter, repositioning the 
shake starter jig 2 at a desired vertically lower distance Such 
that a selected one of the adjustment scribes 6, 6' is now 
aligned with the level (chalk) line 15. The desired adjustment 
scribe 6, 6' (FIG. 2B) depends on the amount of the desired 
vertical drop between the butt edge 16 of the under course of 
shakes 11 and the butt edge 16 for the drip outer course of 
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shakes 10'. Two desired amounts of vertical lowering, in order 
to create the drip course 17, is indicated on the adjustment 
scribes 6,6' located just above main position indicator 5. For 
example, the two adjustment scribes 6,6' each generally have 
a dimension ranging from about 4 to 1 inch with either '/4, 5/8, 
/2 or % of an inch typically being a preferred amount of 
vertical drop between the butt edge 16 of the outer course of 
shakes 10 and the butt edge 16 of the drip outer course of 
shakes 10'. 

0045. Once all of the shake starter jigs 2 are suitably repo 
sitioned, then the ledger boards 9 are then reinserted into the 
shake starter jigs 2, as described above. It is to be appreciated 
that it is possible to reposition the shake starter jigs 2 without 
having to remove the ledger boards 9, since this would gen 
erally increase the overall speed of adjusting the position of 
the shake starter jigs 2, 2'. The installer then completes the 
installation process of the shakes for the drip outer course of 
shakes 10' by placing the butt edges of the drip course 17 on 
the shake support surface 27 of the ledger boards 9, such that 
the outer course of shakes 10' overlaps the under course of 
shakes 11 and, if necessary or desired, rearranges the initially 
placed shakes in a desired orientation while they are Sup 
ported on the shake support surface 27 so as to provide desired 
arrangement, spacing and appearance for the shakes follow 
ing installation. Once the desired arrangement is achieved, 
the installer then permanently fastens the drip outer course of 
shakes 10' to the under course of shakes 11 and the side wall 
in a conventional manner, by using shingle or shake nails or 
other suitable fasteners, and thereby creating a drip course 17 
which assists with shedding of water (see FIG. 4C). 
0046 Finally, the installer then removes the ledger boards 
9 from the pair of spaced apart shake starter jigs 2 and, 
thereafter, each one of shake starter jigs 2 is removed by 
removing the associated Screw or the nail 14, used to secure 
the shake starter jig 2 to wall. Thereafter, each one of the 
shake starter jigs 2 is then gently and gradually slid, in a 
vertically downward direction, so that the anchor leg 8 is 
totally extracted from its installed position located behind the 
installed starter course of shakes 11, 10, 10' or 17. 
0047 A slight variation of the shake starter jig 2 is shown 
in FIG. 2B and this variation also includes an anchor leg 8 
which has an upper section that includes both the main posi 
tion indicator 5 as well as a pair of adjustment markers 6 
which form a pair of adjusted positions for the shake starter 
jig. 2. According to this embodiment, the main position indi 
cator 5 and the pair of adjustment markers 6 are generally 
used for the same purposes discussed above. Since this varia 
tion is quite similar to the first embodiment, only the differ 
ence between this variation and the previous embodiment will 
be discussed in detail. 

0048. As shown in FIG. 2B, instead of having a single 
circular anchor hole 7, the anchor hole comprises an aperture 
30 having three cup shaped jig supports 31, 32, 33 for Sup 
porting the starterjig 2 at a different distance from the bottom 
of the ledger shelf3. The lowermost jig support 31 is associ 
ated with the main position indicator and is located a desired 
distance, e.g., 28 inches for example, from the bottom of the 
ledger shelf 3. The middle jig support 32 is associated with a 
first adjustment marker 6, e.g. "/4 inch adjustment marker, 
and is located 4 inch above the lowermost jig support 31. An 
uppermost jig Support 33 is associated with a second adjust 
ment marker 6, e.g., /2 inch adjustment marker, and is located 
/2 inch above the lowermost jig support 31. 
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0049. The anchor hole 7, comprising an enlarged recess or 
aperture 30 having the three selectable jig supports 31, 32,33, 
is beneficial when repositioning of the shake starter jig 2 is 
desired in order to install the drip outer course of shakes 10'. 
as discussed above. According to this variation, it is not nec 
essary to completely remove the associated Screw or the nail 
14 in order to facilitate repositioning of the shake starterjig2. 
That is, the associated screw or the nail 14 is only partially 
withdrawn or removed from the side wall so that the associ 
ated shake starter jig 2 or 2 can thereafter be freely moved 
vertically downward. Once the screw or the nail 14 is suffi 
ciently partially removed or withdrawn, each one of the shake 
starterjigs 2.2" can then be repositioned, i.e., the shake starter 
jigs 2 can be moved from being Supported by the lowermost 
jig support 31 to one of the other jig supports 32 or 33 
depending upon the desired amount of the drip edge. In this 
manner the shake starter jig 2 can be repositioned without the 
need to fully remove the screw or nail 14 and then reinsert a 
screw or nail 14 in the associated shake starter jig 2 at a 
different location. Moreover, it is to be appreciated that the 
ledger board(s) 9 may, or may not, have to be removed from 
the shake starter jigs 2, 2" during Such repositioning. 
0050. With reference now to FIGS. 7through 11, a second 
embodiment of the present invention will now be discussed. 
As this embodiment is very similar to the first embodiment, 
only the differences between the second embodiment and the 
first embodiment will be discussed. 

0051. As shown in FIGS. 7-9, the second embodiment of 
the shake starterjig 2 also comprises an elongate, unitary bent 
component or tool which does not include any moving parts 
and comprises a generally elongated and planaranchor leg 8 
which is typically vertically positioned and orientated, as 
shown in FIGS. 10A and 10B, during use. As with the first 
embodiment, the anchor leg 8 has an overall length of typi 
cally between 12 inches to 36 inches or so, typically about 28 
inches or so and a front face 35, of an upper first section 8 of 
the anchor leg, is inscribed with a main position indicator 5 
which is normally used during initial installation of the shake 
starterjig2. As with the prior embodiment, the main position 
indicator 5 assists with properly positioning the shake starter 
jig 2 during the installation process of shakes/shingles on the 
side wall or roof of a house or a building. Typically, first and 
second adjustment markers 6 are also marked or inscribed on 
the upper portion of the front face 35 of the anchor leg 8, 
slightly above the main position indicator 5, to assist with 
repositioning of the shake starter jig 2 when a drip course 17 
is to be installed (see FIG. 4C), in order to provide additional 
water protection. 
0052 One difference with respect to the anchor leg 8 is 
that the anchor leg 8, according to the second embodiment, 
comprises three sections, namely, the first section 8' which 
Supports the main position indicator 5 and the first and second 
adjustment markers 6, a second section 8" which is integral 
with the ledger shelf3, and an intermediate section 8" which 
couples were interconnects the first section 8 with the second 
section 8". As can be seen in FIGS. 7 and 8, the intermediate 
section 8" forms an angle of between approximately 100 and 
135 degrees, more preferably an angle of about 115° or so, 
with the front surface 35 of the first section 8', while the 
intermediate section 8" forms an angle of between approxi 
mately 100 and 135 degrees, more preferably an angle of 
about 115° or so, with the second section 8" of the anchor leg 
8 to thereby form a stepped out section 18 for the shake starter 
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jig 2, the purpose of which will be become readily apparent in 
view of the following description. 
0053 A suspension mechanism, such as an anchor hole 7. 

is located within the first section 8 of the anchor leg 8, 
Vertically above and adjacent the first and second adjustment 
markers 6 and the main position indicator 5. It is to be appre 
ciated that the precise location of the anchor hole 7 can vary 
depending upon the particular application without departing 
from the spirit and scope of the present invention. The anchor 
hole 7 facilitates securing the shake starter jig 2 to a desired 
side wall or roof of a house or a building, at a desired location, 
once the shake starter jig 2 is properly aligned and oriented. 
0054 As with the previous embodiment, the lower second 
end of the anchor leg 8 terminates in a Substantially right 
angle bend at a desired distance, e.g., typically 28 inches, 
from the main position indicator 5. This bend of the anchor 
leg 8 also forms a corresponding ledger shelf3 for Supporting 
a desired ledger board 9 in a substantially vertical orientation. 
However, due to the stepped out section 18 of the anchor leg 
8, according to this embodiment, the ledger shelf3 is bent in 
an opposite direction, e.g., toward the sheath engaging second 
surface 36 of the shake starterjig2. The ledger shelf3 extends 
from the second face 36 of the anchor leg 8 typically a length 
of between /2 inch to 1 inch, and more preferably the ledger 
shelf3 has a length of approximately 13/16 of an inch, or so. 
0055 An opposite end of the ledger shelf3, remote from 
the anchor leg 8, also terminates in another right angle bend 
which extends generally vertically upward and parallel to the 
second section 8" of the anchor leg 8 so as to form a “J” shape 
shake starter jig 2, as generally shown in FIGS. 7, 10A and 
10B. The upward bend comprises a lateral ledger support 4 
which assists with Supporting the ledger board 9 in an essen 
tially vertically upright orientation and position, as generally 
shown in FIGS. 10A, 10B and 11. Preferably, both the first 
section 8 of the anchor leg 8 and the lateral ledger support 4 
extend parallel to one another. More preferably, both the first 
section 8 of the anchor leg 8 and the lateral ledger support 4 
extend parallel to one another and are coplanar with one 
another. 

0056. According to this embodiment of the shake starter 
jig 2, the ledger Support 4 extends vertically upward from the 
ledger shelf 3 at generally a right angle or a slight acute or 
obtuse angle with respect to the ledger shelf3, i.e., the ledger 
Support 4 forms an angle of 90+5 degrees, for example. As a 
result of such arrangement, the ledger Support 4 extends away 
from ledger shelf 3 but gradually toward the second section 
8" of the anchor leg 8 is thus arranged so as to apply slight 
pressure against an exterior surface 20 of the ledger board 9. 
when accommodated between the ledger Support 4 and the 
anchor leg 8, and thereby retain the ledger board 9 in engage 
ment with the shake starter jig. 2. In this manner, the ledger 
Support 4 not only supports the ledger board 9 in a Substan 
tially vertically upright orientation and position but also assist 
with clamping and retaining the ledgerboard 9 in this position 
and orientation. 
0057 The top free end of the ledger support 4 typically has 
a length which is greater than the width of the ledger board 9 
to be Supported thereby, e.g., the ledger Support has a length 
of between about 2 to about 7 inches and more preferably 
about 5 inches. That is, as can be seen in FIGS. 10A and 10B, 
the free end of the ledger board is sufficiently long so as to 
overlap a portion of the exterior sheathing 21 which forms the 
exterior side wall of the house or the building, and thereby 
ensures that the ledger board 9 is correctly located for receiv 
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ing and retaining a plurality of shakes or shingles to be 
applied to the exterior sheathing 21, as generally shown in 
FIGS. 10A, 10B and 11. That is, the top free end of the ledger 
support 4 ensures that the support surface 27 of the ledger 
board 9 is properly position for supporting at least two over 
lapped rows of shakes, e.g., the under and the outer course of 
shakes 10, 11. 
0058 Similar to the previous embodiment, as shown in 
FIG. 11, a pair of spaced apart shake starter jigs 2 are used in 
combination with one or more Substantially straight ledger 
boards 9 which have relatively easy workable lengths. After 
Snapping a level (chalk) line 15 in a conventional manner, the 
first shake starter jig 2 is located a few inches inwardly from 
one vertical edge or corner of the house or the building, so that 
the main position indicator 5, provided on the first section 8 
of the anchor leg 8, is precisely aligned with the level (chalk) 
line 15. A screw or a nail 14 is then secured to the side wall 
through the anchor hole 7 (FIG. 10A) in order to secure the 
first shake starter jig 2 to the side wall of the house or the 
building. 
0059. Thereafter, at least a second shake starter jig. 2, and 
possibly additional shake starter jigs 2', are positioned and 
secured to the side wall of the house or the building in a 
similar fashion at spaced intervals from one another. The 
interval spacing of the first and the second shake starterjigs 2. 
2' is generally between 3 to 12 inches less than the overall 
length of the ledger board 9 to be supported by the pair of 
shake starter jigs 2, 2. 
0060. Following such installation, the shake starter jigs 2, 

2' are then positioned such that the ledger shelves 3, of the first 
and the second shake starter jigs 2, 2', are thus aligned with 
one another and thereby form a hanging or Suspended Support 
system which defines a substantially level horizontal support 
Surface for Supporting the ledger boards 9 in a generally end 
to end orientation, as shown in FIG. 11. Thereafter, a ledger 
board 9 is inserted into and received between the third section 
8' of the anchor legs 8 and the ledger supports 4, of the pair of 
spaced apart shake starter jigs 2, 2 until the ledger board 9 is 
fully seated and abuts against and is Supported on the ledger 
shelves 3 of the pair of shake starter jigs 2, 2’. Another pair of 
the shake starter jigs 2, 2" can be similarly attached to the 
sheathing 21 and a second ledger board 9 can be installed 
closely adjacent the first ledger board 9 and thereby provide a 
longer, Substantially continuous, Surface for Supporting and 
accommodating the desired shakes or shingles to be installed. 
0061 Next, the installer then places the desired shakes on 
the shake support surface 27 such that the thicker butt edges 
16 of the shakes engage with the shake support surface 27 
while the opposite end of the shakes extend parallel and along 
the surface of the house or building. As with the previous 
embodiment, the installer can then rearrange the initially 
placed shakes in any desired position and/or orientation while 
the shakes are loosely supported on the shake Support Surface 
27 to provide desired arrangement, spacing and aesthetic 
appearance for the shakes following completion of the instal 
lation process. Once the installer determines that the desired 
shake arrangement is achieved, the installer then permanently 
fastens the under course of shakes 11 to side wall in a con 
ventional manner, as discussed above. 
0062. Thereafter, the installer may then continue by 
installing an outer course of shakes 10, directly over the under 
course of shakes 11, without adjusting the position of any of 
the shake starter jigs 2 or, as described above, or create a drip 
outer course of shakes 10' which assists with the shedding of 
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water from the side of the building by slightly lowering both 
of the shake starter jigs 2. In the event that a drip outer course 
of shakes 10' is desired, then following installation of the 
under course of shakes 11, each one of the shake starter jigs 2 
must be readjusted, as described above, by either completely 
removing the screws or the nails 14, from the anchor holes 7 
of each one of the shake starter jigs 2, and, thereafter, repo 
sitioning the shake starter jig 2 at a desired vertically lower 
distance such that a selected one of the adjustment scribes 6, 
6' is now aligned with the level (chalk) line 15 or, reposition 
ing the screw or the nail 14 in another one of the three 
selectable jig supports 31, 32, 33. 
0063. Once all of the shake starter jigs 2 are suitably repo 
sitioned, then the ledger boards 9 are then reinserted into the 
shake starter jigs 2, as described above, if the ledger board 9 
was removed. The installer then completes the installation 
process of the shakes for the drip outer course of shakes 10' by 
placing the butt edges of the drip course 17 on the shake 
support surface 27 of the ledger boards 9, such that the outer 
course of shakes 10' overlaps the under course of shakes 11 
and, if necessary or desired, rearranges the initially placed 
shakes in a desired orientation while they are Supported on the 
shake Support Surface 27 So as to provide desired arrange 
ment, spacing and appearance for the shakes following instal 
lation. Once the desired arrangement is achieved, the installer 
then permanently fastens the drip outer course of shakes 10' to 
the under course of shakes 11 and the side wall in a conven 
tional manner, as discussed above. 
0064. Finally, the installer then removes the ledger boards 
9 from the pair of spaced apart shake starter jigs 2 and, 
thereafter, removes each one of shake starterjigs 2 by remov 
ing the associated screw or the nail 14, used to secure the 
shake starter jig 2 to wall. Thereafter, each one of the shake 
starter jigs 2 is then gently and gradually slid, slightly in a 
vertically downward direction, so that top free end of the 
ledger Support 4 is extracted from its installed position 
located behind the installed starter course of shakes 11, 10, 10' 
or 17. It is to be appreciated that the second embodiment of 
the shake starter jig 2 is much easier to remove, following 
installation of the installed starter course of shakes 11, 10, 10' 
or 17, since only a small portion of the shake starter jig 2 is 
located behind the installed starter course of shakes 11, 10, 10' 
or 17. 

0065. This above described installation process works 
similarly for the installation of both wood and composite 
shakes and shingles and is equally applicable for roofing 
applications thereby making a difficult installation job much 
easier, faster and more accurate. It is to be appreciated that the 
shake starter jigs 2 may also be utilized during installation of 
slate or a roof as well. 

0.066 Preferably, the shake starter jig 2 is manufactured 
from resilient material Such as spring steel, which provides 
increased resistance to bending and fatigue. It is also appre 
ciated, however, that the shake starter jig 2 alternatively can 
be manufactured from a variety of materials other than spring 
steel (e.g., plastic, composites, etc.). The important aspect for 
the material that is used to manufacture the shake starter jig 2 
is that such material be sufficiently rigid and durable to facili 
tate support and retention of the ledger board 9 and the desired 
shakes under a modest load. 

0067. It is to be appreciated that the ledger board 9 can be 
manufactured from a variety of other materials, such as wood, 
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plastic, metal, etc. In the embodiment shown in FIGS. 4A-4B, 
5 and 6 and 10A, 10B and 11, the ledger board 9 is generally 
a wooden board or plank. 
0068. Since certain changes may be made in the above 
described shake starter jig and installation method, without 
departing from the spirit and scope of the invention herein 
involved, it is intended that all of the subject matter of the 
above description or shown in the accompanying drawings, 
shall be interpreted merely as examples illustrating the inven 
tive concept herein, and shall not be construed as limiting the 
invention. 

We claim: 
1. A shake starterjig for installing a starter course of shakes 

to a Surface of a structure, the shake starter jig comprising: 
an anchor leg having a first end and a second end; 
a Suspension mechanism being located adjacent the first 

end of the anchor leg to facilitate securing the shake 
starter jig to a desired Surface; 

a ledger shelf being Supported adjacent the second end of 
the anchor leg; 

a ledger Support being rigidly affixed to a remote end of the 
ledger shelf; 

the second end of the anchor leg, the ledger shelf and the 
ledger Support being sized to facilitate receiving and 
accommodating a ledger board therebetween; and 

the Suspension mechanism being located a predefined dis 
tance from the ledger shelf to facilitate spacing the led 
ger shelf a desired distance from a level line to be applied 
to surface. 

2. The shake starter jig for installing a starter course 
according to claim 1, wherein a main position indicator is 
located adjacent the Suspension mechanism to assist with 
positioning the shake starterjig on the Surface of the structure. 

3. The shake starter jig for installing a starter course 
according to claim 2, wherein at least one adjustment marker 
is provided adjacent the Suspension mechanism to assist with 
repositioning of the shake starter jig, relative to a level line, 
when a drip course is to be installed on the structure. 

4. The shake starter jig for installing a starter course 
according to claim 1, wherein a plurality of spaced apart 
adjustment markers are provided, adjacent the Suspension 
mechanism, to assist with repositioning of the shake starter 
jig, relative to a level line, when a drip course is to be installed 
on the structure. 

5. The shake starter jig for installing a starter course 
according to claim 1, wherein the Suspension mechanism is 
an aperture having at least one Support position for Supporting 
the shake starter jig. 

6. The shake starter jig for installing a starter course 
according to claim 5, wherein the aperture has a plurality of 
Support positions for Supporting the shake starter jig. 

7. The shake starter jig for installing a starter course 
according to claim 1, wherein, when the ledger board is 
received by the second end of the anchor leg, the ledger shelf 
and the ledger Support, a longitudinal Surface of the ledger 
board lies Substantially normal to the anchor leg and forms a 
shake Support Surface for Supporting a plurality of shakes 
during installation of the starter course of shakes to the Sur 
face of the structure. 

8. The shake starter jig for installing a starter course 
according to claim 1, wherein the shake starter jig is manu 
factured from resilient material. 
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9. The shake starter jig for installing a starter course 
according to claim 8, wherein the resilient material is one of 
spring Steel, a plastic and a composite. 

10. The shake starter jig for installing a starter course 
according to claim 8, wherein the shake starterjig has a width 
of between /2 inch to 5 inches, a thickness of between /32 to 
/s inch, and length of between 8 inches to 30 inches. 

11. The shake starter jig for installing a starter course 
according to claim 1, wherein the anchor leg is Substantially 
planar. 

12. The shake starter jig for installing a starter course 
according to claim 1, wherein the anchor leg comprises a first 
section, a second section and an intermediate section, the 
intermediate section forms an angle of between 100 and 135 
degrees, and the intermediate section forms an angle of 
between 100 and 135 degrees with the second section of the 
anchor leg and thereby forms a stepped out section for the 
shake starter jig. 

13. The shake starter jig for installing a starter course 
according to claim 1, wherein the ledger shelf is bent away 
from a sheath engaging second Surface of the shake starterjig 
and has a length of between /2 inch to 1 inch. 

14. The shake starter jig for installing a starter course 
according to claim 13, wherein the ledger Support has a length 
of between 2 and 7 inches. 

15. The shake starter jig for installing a starter course 
according to claim 1, wherein the ledger shelf is bent toward 
a sheath engaging second Surface of the shake starter jig and 
has a length of between /2 inch to 1 inch. 

16. The shake starter jig for installing a starter course 
according to claim 15, wherein a free end of the ledger board 
is Sufficiently long so as to overlap a portion of an exterior side 
wall of the building, and ensures proper positioning of the 
ledger board for receiving and retaining a plurality of shakes 
to be applied. 

17. The shake starter jig for installing a starter course 
according to claim 16, wherein the ledger Support has a length 
of between 2 and 7 inches. 

18. The shake starter jig for installing a starter course 
according to claim 13, wherein a free end of the ledger Sup 
port bends slightly away from the anchor leg so as to facilitate 
receiving a ledger board between the ledger Support and the 
anchor leg. 

19. A shake starter jig for installing a starter course of 
shakes to a surface, the shake starter jig comprising: 

an anchor leg having a top end and a lower end, the top end 
of the anchor leg having at least one marking thereon 
which is located at a specified distance from the lower 
end of the anchor leg, 

an aperture being located adjacent the top end of the anchor 
leg for securing the shake starter jig to a desired Surface; 

a ledger shelf being rigidly fixed to the lower end of the 
anchor leg, the ledger shelf extending normal to the 
anchor leg. Such that the ledger shelf is at least Substan 
tially perpendicular to the surface of the structure; and 

a ledger Support being rigidly fixed to a remote end of the 
ledger shelf which is remote from the anchor leg, the 
ledger Support forming an angle with the ledger shelf, 
the anchor leg, the ledger shelf and the ledger Support 
Supporting a ledger board Such that one surface of the 
ledger board is at least Substantially normal to the Sur 
face of the structure when the shake starterjig is secured 
to the surface of the structure, the surface of the ledger 
board forms a Support Surface which Supports a plurality 
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of shakes in a set position for installing the starter course 
of shakes on the surface of the structure. 

20. A method of installing a starter course of shakes on a 
Surface of a structure utilizing at least first and second shake 
starter jigs, with each of the shake starter jigs comprising an 
anchor leg having a first end and a second end, a suspension 
mechanism located adjacent the first end of the anchor leg to 
facilitate securing the shake starter jig to a desired surface of 
a structure; a ledger shelf being Supported adjacent the second 
end of the anchor leg; a ledger Support being rigidly affixed to 
a remote end of the ledger shelf; the second end of the anchor 
leg, the ledger shelf and the ledger Support being sized to 
facilitate receiving and accommodating a ledger board ther 
ebetween; and the Suspension mechanism being located a 
predefined distance away from the ledger shelf to facilitate 
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spacing the ledger shelf a desired distance from a level line, 
the method comprising the steps of 

drawing a level line on the structure; 
affixing the first shake starter jig on the Surface of the 

structure with the Suspension mechanism is aligned with 
the level line; 

affixing the second shake starter jig on the Surface of the 
structure, spaced from the first shake starterjig, with the 
Suspension mechanism aligned with the level line; 

Supporting a ledger board on a ledger shelves of the first 
and second shake starter jigs; 

Supporting a plurality of shakes on a Support Surface of the 
ledger board; and 

affixing the plurality of shakes to the surface of the struc 
ture so as to form the a starter course of shakes. 

k k k k k 


